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Entando is the leading application composition platform for building enterprise web applications on
Kubernetes.
Entando Professional Services provides guidance and expertise as you tailor your Entando-based
solution to meet specific business needs. Our process-driven approach to design streamlines business
operations to improve user experience through the analysis and alignment of applications and UIs. We
calibrate the intersection of data-driven UX methodology and UX engineering to balance innovation and
implementation, optimally integrating your design system and our UI capabilities.

UX Standardization includes:
● A comprehensive UX Findings and Recommendations Report highlighting opportunities for UX

standardization to accomplish your specific project goals
● Customized strategies to leverage the Entando Design System, either on its own or in parallel with

your existing design system
● A detailed presentation of how your application will benefit from process-driven modular design

and the Entando UI

Deliverables:
● Reusable and modular UI assets, such as component libraries and design systems
● Consistency in functional elements, user interactions and aesthetic across your application(s)
● Features and functionalities enjoy faster time to market
● Scalability across different systems and applications as your business expands and evolves
● UX best practices built into a modern themable UI
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Create your design system
At Entando, we understand the importance of aligning your specific business needs with user experience
requirements. The UX Standardization package lays the groundwork for your team to build a collection of
reusable Entando components to accelerate project development. These components (widgets, micro
frontends, microservices, UI templates) are maintained in your internal component repository and can be
assembled into any number of web applications. Component accessibility, modularity and reusability
increase your team’s productivity and expedite delivery of your application.

Reusability of components requires a standardization path for UX/UI
When designing, building and delivering applications on top of Kubernetes, your team requires a reliable
and regulated process to efficiently generate and scale with a consistent look and feel. Standardized
conventions and a shared internal repository of reusable components enable multiple teams to work in
parallel without duplicating effort or introducing incompatibilities.

Entando UX Standardization delivers a customized design system that reduces complexity and overhead
by leveraging modular, reusable components. Our methodology standardizes app development through
componentized micro frontends and microservices, where each new addition expands the potential and
capabilities of your team and applications.

About Entando Professional Services
Entando Professional Services collaborates with customers to foster success in their digital evolution.
Entando comprises a global team with extensive experience in a variety of industry sectors, including
telecommunications, e-commerce, travel and digital entertainment. We will guide you through critical
milestones and decisions, alleviating pain points and supporting or assuming ownership of governance,
architecture, infrastructure, delivery and training.
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